SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS

Learn more language skills

While you study the regular language programs, you may want to strengthen such skills as speaking and exam preparation. DMU short-term programs in Spring and Autumn semester are exactly what you are looking for.

ORAL CHINESE PROGRAM

1. Topics are customized deliberately
2. Improve self-confidence and abilities of using the language
3. Learn and apply the popular vocabulary and sentences
4. Think in Chinese and express more logically

PRACTICAL ENGLISH PROGRAM

Small class size gives everyone a fair chance of interactions
Each class is taught by foreign teachers with teaching experience
Feedback is provided to address one’s progress and performance
Improve communication skills both in work place and in daily life

HSK TUTORIAL PROGRAM

Know about HSK exam skills
Improve reading, listening and writing
Complete practice tests

GOAL (HSK 4 or 5)

Some Notes to Remember:

- For Oral Chinese and Practical English, the levels will be based both on the students’ language proficiency and the student numbers.
- For all the programs, currently enrolled students enjoy tuition deduction; New students are responsible for their visa and accommodation.
- For more information, please refer to the brochure of each program or our website: english.dmu.edu.cn